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Abstract
Objectives: This study reviews the usage based insurance system for automobiles using RFID cards. Method analysis:
Usage based insurance is a system where the premium is estimated based on the usage behavior of the customer. Findings/
application: This method is mainly developed to improve the method of automobile insurance in accordance with the
driving behavior of the driver and after considering the main parameters required to drive a vehicle safely. This method is
mainly based on usage based insurance (UBI) system which is also popularly known as pay as you drive (PAYD) or pay how
you drive (PHYD). People many times feel burdened on the amount of premium one has to pay.
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1. Introduction

Vehicle insurance is an important document one
must have to use your vehicles on public roads. Most
governments have rules which make it mandatory that
the vehicle plying on the public roads have insurance.
It is also beneficial for the riders as in the case of any
untoward incidents one can rest assured that any
damages can be recovered without a sudden shock to
your income. At the same time, this poses a serious
challenge to the insurance providers to calculate the most
accurate premium for any customer. Most insurance
providers will just consider the demographic parameters
like age, sex, location etc. and decide on the premium.
The driving behavior of the customer is not considered
in calculating the premium. Taking the driving behavior
into account may lead to better driving practices being
adopted by the drivers to reduce the premium on their
vehicles. The driving practices need to be monitored on
a regular basis to understand how the driver is driving
the vehicle. This can be done by collecting data on the
various driving parameters by placing appropriate
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sensors in the vehicle and analyzing the data obtained
from the sensors.
Here, in this method, the driver of the vehicle is
provided with an RFID card which is required to start the
vehicle. A vehicle analyzing all the parameters required
such as the acceleration of the vehicle, inbuilt GPS
tracker system to know where and how fast the vehicle
is moving and at what time, it also checks whether
the driver has worn his helmet or not when the driver
exceeds his speed limit considering all the parameter the
insurance premium he has to pay is calculated. This is
mainly developed to improve the method of automobile
insurance in accordance with the driving behavior of
the driver and after considering the main parameters
required to drive a vehicle safely. At the time of his
insurance’s expiry, the driver gets the notification of his
vehicle’s insurance and the amount that has to be paid.
The driver can get all the information about his vehicle
through his card.
UBI – Usage based insurance.
GPS – Global positioning system.
RFID – Radio frequency identification
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2. Literature Survey
RFID tags are used for tracking of the vehicles1,2 in traffic
discuss in their paper the proper tracking systems for
vehicles using RFID tags on all vehicles and using this
tracking log to analyze and reduce the traffic congestion
on the various routes of cities. The traffic signal timings
at the junctions can be controlled based on the traffic
density on the respective roads. Data obtained from
vehicle tracking can also be used to divert the traffic from
heavily congested routes to low congested routes.
In,3 a machine controlled traffic to direct a smart
system to prevent trafficking of vehicles, detection of a
stolen vehicle and ambulance headway is discussed. In
this system, every vehicle is tagged with a unique RFID
card. An RFID reader is placed on the road, it will count
the number of vehicles tagged with the RFID card when
the vehicle crosses the reader at a given time. The count
of vehicles is detected by the IR sensor and location is
tracked by using the GSM module. When the traffic
density crosses a certain pre-defined threshold value the
green light is turned on and the vehicles are allowed to
pass. This will assist in the reduction of traffic congestion.
If the RFID reader comes across a stolen vehicle it
will immediately alert the nearby police station. This
system also can detect emergency service vehicles like
ambulances, and provide them clear passage.
The theft of vehicles is a major problem and the value
of the stolen vehicle is usually very large. The insurance
premium to be paid by each of the customers will
increase over time if the incidence of vehicle theft keeps
on increasing. Thus it would be beneficial to incorporate
systems that will prevent theft of vehicles and in the
instance of theft quick and efficient tracking, detection
and recovery of the stolen vehicle. RFID based vehicle
immobilizer systems have been studied by various
researchers,4–6 presents the RFID used as a vehicle
immobilizer system. It features a low hacking probability
to preserve the safety of the passenger of the hijacked
vehicles. The concept used is a tag with a significantly
large character set. The receiver unit is smartly integrated
to bring the vehicle speed down to zero and immobilize it.
It provides a safe and valid solution for the ever-increasing
threat in the vehicle hijacking.
Vehicle monitoring and tracking is an essential part
of any usage based insurance system. Vehicle monitoring
systems are required to monitor the location, and other
parameters like speed, fuel consumption, temperature,
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engine health, braking systems, tire pressure etc. of the
vehicle. Various vehicle monitoring systems have been
studied earlier,7–9 the basic objective is the extension of
a vehicle monitoring system for all the registered vehicles
using RFID cards. It uses a 13.56 Mhz RFID module and
sends SMS warning by using a GSM module, and an
integrated ultrasonic sensor to identify and detect the
systems (vehicles) entering the zone and an integrated
Arduino camera to capture the images.
In,10 the main objective is to aim at lane-level arranging
on the road even in different circumstances. RFID tags
will be attached to the entrances of the lanes to manifest its
lane number. When travelling onto a lane the vehicle can
obtain its initial lane number using the RFID tag reader.
Using the lane refereeing sub-system, the horizontal
placement error of GPS can be reviewed. Hence the lanelevel position identification with longitudinal accuracy
of several meters can be attained and used for real-time
safety and self-driving on open roads such as highways
can be done.
The GPS signals are very sensitive to ground and
interference, they may become inaccessible in certain
areas. It becomes very difficult to get an accurate location
of vehicles in those areas. An error cognitive positioning
system using RFID tags is implemented.11 Passive RFID
tags are placed on the roads at specific locations and the
corresponding tag readers are placed on the vehicles. The
accurate position of the vehicle is obtained by the errorcognitive positioning system. This method gives a costeffective way to pinpoint a vehicle with sub-meter error
on average with lightly installed RFID tags.
Identification of vehicles in a hit and run case and
collision is sometimes very difficult. RFID based vehicle
identification system using collision sensors to detect a
collision between vehicles have been reported. In12,13 a hit
and run situation the collision sensors detect the collision,
the time and location of the collision and using the RFID
tag the vehicles involved can be identified. This will help
the insurance companies to identify the vehicle owners
and the rash drivers involved in the hit and run case.
Which eventually will be useful evidence to prove the case
in court or to obtain the appropriate compensation from
the owner who is at fault.
Speed breakers are used to control the speed of vehicles
on the road. Construction of speed breakers on the roads
is a costly process. An RFID based virtual speed breakers
have been proposed.14 This will reduce the structure cost
as well as repair cost of the vehicle. In this system, an
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RFID tag is placed in locations where the speed breakers
are necessary. When the vehicle reaches the location the
RFID tag transmits the information of the speed breaker
to the vehicle and RFID sensor in the vehicle receives the
signal and relays the information to the control unit in the
vehicle, which in turn control speed and apply brakes to
bring the speed of the vehicle to the desired level. It is a
clever system that will protect the passengers whether the
driver in the vehicle is conscious or not. This maintains
maximum safety to passengers and to the public.
In,15 vehicle’s all risk factors like driving style, risk
modes are evaluated using an on-board diagnosis device
that is placed on each vehicle. Here 4 factors are included
occurring, criticalness, verification and preventing, and
by categorizing all these results of risk factor will be
updated and given to insurance company using triangular
numbers. The driver’s approach of riding is evaluated
from raw data and the fuzzy logic algorithm is used to get
an equation and tabulated the obtained risk factors. This
method is used at the beginning of usage based insurance
system.
Almost every individual is using a smartphone
nowadays. The smartphone is quite useful as it is embedded
with many sensors and measurement systems, which can
record data of various physical parameters. This data can
be used to enhance or improve the livelihood of people
and society. A smartphone-based measurement system
and framework have been proposed which can be used
for vehicle traffic monitoring and usage based insurance.16
Here the various parameters related to traffic and the
vehicle are collected and stored in the smartphone. This
data is relayed in real-time to the cloud. This data is useful
to detect the traffic condition and if the traffic density is
increasing then suggesting different routes to decongest
the routes. The obtained data is also used to determine the
driving behavior of the driver and which in turn will help
in determining their insurance premium.

breaker instead of the traditional speed breaker will
reduce the infrastructure cost as well as vehicle repairs
cost. It is a smart vehicle monitoring system that will
ensure the safety of the passengers whether the driver is
conscious or not. In15 each vehicle’s OBD devices will be
installed, using this module the risk mode of each driver
will calculate and analyzed and the data will be sent to
RFID. The data stream runs the business model and part
of the revenue streams, ensuring the funding of the total
measurement system and creates value for the end-user
and also the insurance company.

3. Discussion

The authors express gratitude to Accendere Knowledge
Management Services Pvt Ltd for the assistance provided
in preparing the manuscript.

Here passive RFID cards are used on roads and readers in
the vehicle for tracking the device in inaccessible places.
Here13 when the collision happens between vehicles
and is sensed, the RFID tag readers on the vehicles are
triggered and they obtain the vehicle details from the
respective RFID tags on the vehicle. This structure makes
it easier for vehicle owners to reduce the rash drivers
and thus enhance road safety. RFID based virtual speed
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4. Conclusion
RFID based insurance management system would be
a great addition to the insurance system at the current
economic condition. The majority of the people are
found to be from the middle class or from below poverty
line economic background, vehicle owners from such
backgrounds find it hard to pay the insurance premium,
making them bailout of the insurance payment procedure.
Bringing up the above management system would greatly
encourage paying for insurance. In the current system,
cautious and irresponsible drivers are to pay the same
insurance premium as a responsible driver, which seems
unjust. Since our system monitors the driving condition
of the driver, the one who shows cautious driving has to
pay a lesser premium, whereas reckless drivers have to pay
a larger insurance premium. This thereby will increase
good driving habits to be observed in drivers, reducing
accidents and fatalities. Since the system monitors all the
aspects of driver/ rider, from the initial step of wearing
the helmet, him driving until he stops at the destination,
will be greatly increasing the safety of the driver and the
pedestrians also.
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